PROJECT PROFILE

A+ARLINGTON, “ADDING
RELEVANCE TO RIGOROUS
ACADEMICS” ‘99 - ‘02
A program of the Arlington Chamber of Commerce, in partnership with
the Arlington ISD, linking business and education to prepare students
for a world of opportunity.

Project Partners established committee and staff structure,
program of work and collaboration of resources for this
industry/education school-to-life program within the quality
workforce development department of the Arlington Chamber
of Commerce. Recruited, trained, and managed 150 corporate
executives and community leaders a year for the 8th and 9th
grade Arlington Scholars presentations, the individual campus
requests for industry participation, the “Principal for a Day/CEO
for a Day” event, and the AISD JobsNow Hiring Expo, a job fair
for graduating seniors. Designed all presentation materials,
managed the marketing and community outreach of the
program, coordinated all initiative and event details, and
prepared and presented an annual report to the AISD school
board and the chamber board of directors. A+Arlington earned
awards from the AISD Foundation, TBEC and Score a Goal in
the Classroom and served the community for almost a decade.

“It seems that all that Lerii Smith
and her team at Project Partners
touches, turns to gold. I want to
thank them for continued
extraordinary achievement of goals
laid out for the A+Arlington
community initiative.”
Dr. David Sampson, President & CEO, Property
Casualty Insurers Association
Former President and CEO, Arlington Chamber of
Commerce

“Project Partners forged a
powerful partnership with the
Arlington ISD. Among many
accomplishments, our district’s
Arlington Scholars program
became a model throughout the
state, thanks to the organization
and direction Lerii and her group
brought to the project. I highly
recommend Project Partners to
organizations looking for top
notch program implementation.”
Dr. Mac Bernd, Former Superintendent,
Arlington ISD
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PRINCIPAL FOR A D AY/CEO

FOR A

DAY

‘99 - ‘02
A component of A+Arlington, “Adding Relevance to Rigorous Academics”; a program of the
Arlington Chamber of Commerce, in partnership with the Arlington ISD, linking business and
education to prepare students for a world of opportunity.

Project Partners developed and directed Principal for a Day/CEO for a Day, an
industry/education partnership program that provided opportunities for a mutual
exchange of information, ideas and best practices among local CEOs and
Arlington ISD principals. This project was originally executed just prior to a
major bond election and helped garner huge community support for the school
district, the administrators, and the educators.
We recruited, oriented, and managed 69 CEOs from area businesses and civic
organizations who spent the morning with 69 AISD principals at their individual
campuses, learning about the daily life of a principal. The CEOs then hosted
the principals at their business locations for the afternoon, focusing on several
key aspects of their organizations. We coordinated a debrief and evaluation
workshop and reception that capped the initiative at the Arlington Chamber.
Comments from the Principals:
 “We had a great exchange of information. I found that our jobs as leaders
are more similar than different and I learned more about entry-level skills
our graduates need.”
 “It helped to validate my goal of educating children for the work world.”
Comments from the CEOs:
 “We have similar requirements and desire to manage a well balanced staff
and produce a quality finished product.”
 “I didn’t know that running a school was that much work.”

“It seems that all that Lerii
Smith and her team at
Project Partners touches,
turns to gold. I want to
thank them for continued
extraordinary achievement of
goals laid out for the
A+Arlington community
initiative.”

“Project Partners was
instrumental in assuring that
the Arlington Chamber and
the Arlington ISD worked
together in strategic,
meaningful ways that benefited
thousands of AISD students.
Thank you for your excellent
management of this program.”

Dr. David Sampson, President & CEO
Property Casualty Insurers Association,
Former President & CEO, Arlington
Chamber of Commerce

Bob Johnson, President
The Pinnacle Corporation,
Former Chairman, A+Arlington Initiative,
Arlington Chamber of Commerce
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